Topdog/Underdog by Suzan-Lori Parks

BOOTH: Oh, come on, man, we could make money you and me. Throwing down the cards. 3-
Card and Link: look out! We could clean up you and me. You would throw the cards and I’d be
yr Stickman. The one in the crowd who looks like just an innocent passerby, who looks like just
another player, like just another customer, but who gots intimate connections with you, the
Dealer, the one throwing the cards, the main man. I’d be the one who brings in the crowd, I’d be
the one who makes them want to put they money down, you do yr moves and I do mines. You
turn yr head and I turn the card-

We could be a team, man. Rake in the money! Sure thered be some cats out there with fast eyes,
some brothers and sisters who would watch real close and pick the right card, and so thered be
some days when we would lose money, but most of the days we would come out on top! Pockets
bulging, plenty of cash! And the ladies would be thrilling! You could afford to get laid! Grace
would be all over me again.

Big Brother Link and little brother Booth-

Scheming and dreaming. No one throws the cards like you, Link. And with yr moves and my
magic, and we get Grace and a girl for you to round out the posse. We’d be golden, bro! Am I
right?